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Abstract—Collaborative Mobile Crowdsourcing (CMCS) allows platforms to recruit worker teams to collaboratively execute complex
sensing tasks. The efficiency of such collaborations could be influenced by trust relationships among workers. To obtain the
asymmetric trust values among all workers in the social network, the Trust Reinforcement Evaluation Framework (TREF) based on
Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (GCNs) is proposed in this paper. The task completion effect is comprehensively calculated by
considering the workers’ ability benefits, distance benefits, and trust benefits in this paper. The worker recruitment problem is modeled
as an Undirected Complete Recruitment Graph (UCRG), for which a specific Tabu Search Recruitment (TSR) algorithm solution is
proposed. An optimal execution team is recruited for each task by the TSR algorithm, and the collaboration team for the task is obtained
under the constraint of privacy loss. To enhance the efficiency of the recruitment algorithm on a large scale and scope, the Mini-Batch
K-Means clustering algorithm and edge computing technology are introduced, enabling distributed worker recruitment. Lastly,
extensive experiments conducted on five real datasets validate that the recruitment algorithm proposed in this paper outperforms other
baselines. Additionally, TREF proposed herein surpasses the performance of state-of-the-art trust evaluation methods in the literature.

Index Terms—Mobile Crowdsourcing, Recruitment, Trust Evaluation, Graph Neural Network, Collaboration
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile Crowdsourcing (MCS) is a paradigm that harnesses
the collective intelligence and participation of a diverse
group of mobile users within the Internet of Things (IoT)
ecosystem [1]. Supported by technologies such as IoT
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detection [2], [3], blockchain security [4], [5], [6], and drone
sensing [7], MCS continues to play a crucial role in domains
like urban sensing, environmental monitoring, and traffic
management. Task allocation [8], [9], [10], [11], incentive
mechanism [12], [13], [14], [15], privacy preservation
[16], [17], [18], [19] and quality control [9], [13], [20] are
primarily the fields around which the current research
in MCS revolves. In the field of Collaborative Mobile
Crowdsourcing(CMCS) research, a key issue is recruiting
an appropriate worker team to complete tasks [21]. Lim et
al. [22] proposed that the task completion effect by worker
teams is closely tied to team formation. Efficiency, quality
and coverage [8], [13] are often prioritized as driving
factors in existing recruitment strategies, with collaborative
relationships among workers being neglected. This could
impact the rationality of task completion effect evaluations
[23].
Online Social Platforms (OSP) such as WeChat, Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook have been rapidly evolving,
leading to the attraction of a vast global user base and
the emergence of large-scale and intricate social networks
[24], [25]. Zhao et al. [26] proposed that the positive
network externality of social networks has promoted
user information sharing, interaction, and dissemination.
Additionally, Mesmer-Magnus et al. [27] found that
information sharing significantly enhances the task
completion effect of teams. Therefore, in the context of
CMCS, the task completion effect could be improved by
constructing stable team social networks. It should be
noted that the key to building a stable social network is
a well-established trust relationship. Two CMCS scenarios
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are listed in this paper to illustrate how the task completion
effect is affected by information sharing through social
networks:

• Example 1: Consider a task that necessitates a team to
capture, identify, and annotate images within a spec-
ified area. Real-time traffic and location information
is shared during task execution, enabling congested
routes to be avoided and redundant sensing at the
same location to be prevented. Furthermore, efficient
image annotation could be achieved by the collab-
oration team members through real-time sharing of
sensory data. Ultimately, the task completion effect
will be greatly enhanced by information sharing.

• Example 2: Consider a task that requires real-time
target tracking. As the targets are being tracked,
target information needs to be shared among team
members for real-time monitoring and tracking, lead-
ing to an improvement in the accuracy of target lo-
cation and status. Furthermore, through real-time in-
formation sharing, team members can swiftly obtain
crucial information about the targets and road con-
ditions, allowing for quick decision-making and en-
hancing the efficiency of target tracking. Lastly, shar-
ing validation data among team members helps elim-
inate erroneous data or false information, thereby
enhancing the reliability of target tracking.

In summary, an enhancement in the task completion effect
could be achieved by establishing stable team social net-
works to facilitate information sharing. The key factors in
ensuring the stability of team social networks are identified
as strong trust relationships among team members.
In the CMCS scenarios, the privacy information of team
members, including sensing data, temporal and spatial loca-
tion information, and social relationships, is generated and
stored on the platform. Harbers et al. [28] found the trade-
off between privacy loss and team performance. Privacy
information leakage could be a threat to team members’
security. Consequently, less information tends to be shared
by team members when tasks are executed to prevent
compromising their own privacy, resulting in a decrease
in the task completion effect. How to improve the task
completion effect while reducing privacy loss has been
the focus of recent research. However, the focus of most
research on privacy issues has been on specific technical
improvements in different scenarios, such as pseudonym
methods [29], differential methods [30], and cryptographic
methods [31]. While privacy protection in certain situations
could be offered by these methods, they face limitations like
information distortion, privacy-utility trade-offs, and static
strategies. In contrast, these limitations could be avoided by
trust relationships, which provide a more dynamic, precise,
and adaptable approach to privacy protection. Greenstadt et
al. [32] studied the relationship between trust relationships
and privacy loss. The prevention of each other’s privacy
information disclosure is facilitated by strong trust relation-
ships among team members, thereby enabling the privacy
protection of team social networks [33].
In conclusion, the enhancement of the task completion effect
and the reduction of privacy loss could be achieved by

recruiting teams with strong trust relationships. However,
the lack of direct trust relationships is often prevalent among
most users on any OSP, which makes the evaluation of trust
relationships between any two users a challenging task.
The following frameworks for trust evaluation have been
proposed by some scholars: Hybrid Trust Frameworks [34],
[35], [36], which incorporate various trust sources. However,
challenges are faced in weight allocation and fusion method
selection, making it difficult to determine the importance
of different trust sources and affecting the accuracy of
the final evaluation. Data-Driven Trust Frameworks [37],
which display good adaptability and comprehensiveness.
However, these frameworks exhibit instability when dealing
with incomplete or noisy data. Trust frameworks based on
Graph Neural Networks(GNNs) possess several advantages
in social network trust evaluation [38], [39], including better
modeling of information propagation, node feature learn-
ing, and nonlinear modeling abilities. However, the capture
of complex interactions between nodes when dealing with
sparse trust relationships is a struggle for traditional GNNs
methods.
Scholars have previously developed recruitment algorithms
that operated on a single server within the platform [40],
[41]. However, when confronted with recruiting tasks of
an extensive scale and range, this approach presented sev-
eral limitations, including performance bottlenecks, net-
work bandwidth constraints, and scalability issues. In the
context of CMCS, a promising distributed paradigm has
been proven to be edge computing [29], [42], [43]. Real-
time analysis and low-latency processing of IoT devices
and sensors are enabled by pushing data processing to the
network’s edge, thereby reducing latency and conserving
bandwidth.
To address the aforementioned problems, in this paper, the
recruitment algorithm for CMCS scenarios is proposed, and
the Trust Reinforcement Evaluation Framework (TREF) is
designed to resolve the following three challenges:

• How to design an efficient and precise trust evalua-
tion framework to obtain trust relationships among
all workers.

• How to reasonably calculate the task completion
effect of the team and design an effective recruitment
algorithm to address the worker recruitment prob-
lem while reducing privacy loss.

• How to handle worker recruitment on an extremely
large scale and implement measures to enhance re-
cruitment efficiency.

The architecture for worker recruitment proposed in this
paper is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Firstly, the TREF is designed
in this paper based on GCNs to evaluate the asymmetric
trust relationships among workers. In TREF, trust prop-
agation is reinforced by expert knowledge that satisfies
to trust properties. Subsequently, the Mini-Batch K-Means
algorithm is utilized to partition the task publishing regions
and deploy edge servers in different regions, enabling the
realization of distributed worker recruitment in the form
of edge computing. Once the task is published, the worker
team is recruited by the edge server associated with the
task. Specifically, when workers are within the maximum
recruitment range of the task, the platform calculates the
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Fig. 1: The architecture of worker recruitment in CMCS scenarios.

trust benefit of workers based on the asymmetric trust
values evaluated from TREF. When calculating the ability
benefit of workers, the platform takes into account various
ability indicators of workers as well as the ability require-
ments of task publishers. Subsequently, the platform com-
prehensively considers the trust benefit, ability benefit, and
distance benefit to calculate the task completion effect of the
team and constructs the Undirected Complete Recruitment
Graph (UCRG). In this graph, the nodes represent workers,
and the weights of the undirected edges correspond to
the task completion effects between workers. At this point,
the worker recruitment problem is modeled as UCRG, i.e.,
recruiting the team with the best task completion effect from
UCRG, based on the number of workers required for the
task. This problem is proven to be NP-hard in Section 4.
Lastly, the specific Tabu Search Recruitment (TSR) algorithm
is proposed in this paper for UCRG, aiming to recruit the
optimal execution team for each task. The algorithm also
considers conflicts during the recruitment process and a
privacy-based recruitment strategy, ensuring that the pri-
vacy loss constraints set by the task publishers are satisfied
by the selected collaboration team from the execution team.
The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

• TREF is proposed based on GCNs in this paper.
Expert knowledge satisfying trust properties is em-
ployed in TREF to reinforce trust propagation. Ef-
fective trust evaluation is achieved by capturing the
asymmetric trust properties of workers through rep-
resenting their active trust and passive trust.

• To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first to consider the workers’ abilities, distances, and
asymmetric trust values simultaneously in CMCS
worker recruitment. The worker recruitment prob-
lem is modeled as UCRG, and TSR algorithm is
proposed in this paper to search for approximate
solutions. Additionally, by utilizing clustering al-
gorithms to partition regions and deploying edge
servers, distributed worker recruitment is achieved

in this paper.
• Extensive experiments are conducted on five real-

world datasets in this paper to verify the perfor-
mance of the proposed TSR algorithm and TREF. The
results demonstrate that TSR algorithm outperforms
other baselines. TREF outperforms the state-of-the-
art in the literature in terms of F1-Score and MAE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The related
work is reviewed in Section 2. The system model and the
worker recruitment problem are described in Section 3. The
algorithm is introduced in Section 4. The performance is
evaluated and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the whole paper and future work.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Trust Evaluation

Trust evaluation is a vital research field in the information
society, and many researchers have proposed various trust
evaluation models in recent years. Yao et al. [44] proposed
a multi-faceted trust inference model named Matri, based
on a collaborative filtering method. The trust evaluation
problem was transformed into a recommendation problem
by them. They considered multiple aspects of trust and
directly modeled multiple latent factors for each trustor
and trustee from locally generated trust relationships. How-
ever, overfitting could easily occur in their method when
trust relationships are sparse, which limits its evaluation
accuracy. Liu et al. [45] proposed a trust evaluation algo-
rithm named OpinionWalk. Trust was modeled through a
Dirichlet distribution by them, and the trust network was
represented using matrices. The network is searched in a
breadth-first manner by their method, and user trustwor-
thiness is calculated iteratively. However, when dealing
with large, highly interconnected trust networks, Dirichlet
distribution modeling method is unable to fully capture
complex trust properties. Liu et al. [46] introduced a trust
evaluation method named NeuralWalk. The neural network
of WalkNet is used by this method to simulate the process
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of single-hop trust propagation and fusion. The single-
hop trust rules are applied to iteratively evaluate unknown
multi-hop trust relationships between users. However, poor
scalability is a drawback of their method due to its com-
putational and memory complexity. GNNs is an emerging
machine learning model for handling graph-structured data
[47], [48], [49], [50]. It’s excellent information propagation
modeling ability and non-linear modeling capability pave
a new way for trust evaluation. Node feature represen-
tations are updated in GNNs as the aggregated result
of considering its neighboring nodes’ information, which
allows effective information transmission and learning to
be carried out by GNNs while considering the graph’s
topology. Some researchers have proposed efficient trust
evaluation frameworks based on GNNs [38], [39]. Lin et al.
[39] proposed a trust evaluation framework for online social
networks based on GCNs named Guardian. Popularity trust
propagation and participation trust propagation for nodes
are separately conducted by them in the trust convolution
layer. By stacking multiple trust convolution layers, the
range of trust propagation is expanded, thereby leading
to the achievement of efficient trust evaluation. Huo et al.
[38] proposed a trust evaluation framework based on GNNs
named TrustGNN. They integrated the propagative nature
and composable nature of trust and introduced the concept
of trust chains to simulate the propagation pattern of trust.
They learned the importance coefficients of different types
of trust chains through an attention mechanism and used
these to aggregate information from multiple trust chains.
However, both the Guardian and TrustGNN methods failed
to adequately capture the trust properties of social networks,
thereby impacting the accuracy of trust evaluation, particu-
larly in the case of sparse social networks.

2.2 Worker Recruitment in MCS

The worker recruitment problem has remained a focal point
of MCS research for a long time. In view of the diversity
of workers and potential collaboration among them, the
selection of appropriate workers from candidatesomplish
tasks is seen as crucial. This is because the recruited workers
directly affect the task completion effect. Wang et al. [23]
proposed a graph theory-based algorithm and a multi-
round User Recruitment strategy using the combinatorial
Multi-armed Bandit model (URMB) to recruit workers with
objective abilities and subjective collaboration possibilities.
However, given the asymmetry of trust relationships among
workers, their approach to defining the subjective collabora-
tion possibilities between workers as symmetrical is insuffi-
cient. Estrada et al. [51] proposed a multi-level recruitment
strategy, which includes a multi-objective task allocation al-
gorithm based on the particle swarm optimization method,
a queuing scheme for tasks, and a delegation mechanism
through social networks. However, the possibility of col-
laboration among workers in executing tasks, which could
affect the task completion effect, was not considered by their
method. Hamrouni et al. [21] proposed CMCS recruitment
strategies based on the platform and the leader, respectively.
A low-complexity recruitment method using GNNs was
developed by them. However, the social relationships be-
tween team members, which could affect team formation

stability, were failed to be considered by their method.
Wang et al. [52] proposed an Acceptance-aware Worker
Recruitment (AWR) approach for MCS. They utilized the
Jaccard similarity coefficient to determine the probability of
task propagation between workers, and propagated MCS
tasks within the workers’ social network. However, their
method solely considers direct trust relationships within
the workers’ social network, limiting the scope of task
propagation. Consequently, it hinders the participation of
high-quality workers with potential trust relationships in
collaborative task completion. Chen et al. [53] proposed a
task recommendation algorithm for MCS, which uses the ex-
troversion of social network users and the intimacy between
users to maximize the number of tasks completed. However,
they simply defined the intimacy between users as the
proportion of common friends, which is too simplistic and
unable to truly reflect the degree of intimacy between users.
Wang et al. [54] used influence propagation strategies in
social networks to address the worker recruitment problem
in MCS. To achieve the goal of maximizing coverage, two
algorithms were proposed, i.e., an iterative greedy worker
selection algorithm based on predicted mobility and an
accelerated worker selection algorithm based on the mutual
geographical relationship between friends. However, as the
abilities of the workers were not considered by them, their
strategy was unable to achieve optimal results in terms of
the task completion effect.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMU-
LATION

TABLE 1: Explanation of formula symbols

Notation Descriptions

V The node set
eu→v The trust relationship from the trustor u to the trustee v
ωu→v The trustworthiness of the trustor u to the trustee v
ωi→j The potential trustworthiness of the trustor i to the trustee j
NI(u) The set of trustors who trust the trustee u
NO(u) The set of trustees trusted by the trustor u
R,W, T The recruitment region set,worker set and task set
Cy The candidate team of ty
θy The execution team of ty
θy The collaboration team of ty
aiy The ability benefit of wi in executing ty
ti→j The trust value of wi to wj

sij The trust benefit of the worker pair (i, j)
piy The distance benefit of wi in executing ty
Uij The task completion effect of the worker pair (i, j)
U i The total task completion effect of wi collaborating

with other workers in the execution team
Q(θy) The Quality of Data (QoD) of the execution team of ty
ply The privacy loss of the collaboration team θy

3.1 Trust Evaluation
The missingness of trust relationships in online social net-
works has been proposed by scholars [39], as shown in Fig.
2(a). Moreover, in practical social relationships, a potential
trust relationship exists between any two users who lack
a direct trust relationship. Therefore, trust relationships are
classified into two categories in this paper, i.e., direct trust
relationships and potential trust relationships. In the context
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of CMCS, the problem of trust evaluation among workers is
investigated in this paper. Specifically, the social network
of workers is modeled using a directed graph structure
G = (V,E,Ω), where any nodes u, v ∈ V are represented
as workers. The trust relationship from the trustor u to the
trustee v is represented by eu→v ∈ E, and the trustworthi-
ness of the trustor u to the trustee v is denoted by ωu→v ∈ Ω.
The PGP and Advogato datasets are employed in this paper,
with their trustworthiness categories being w ∈ {Observer,
Apprentice, Journeyer, Master}, |ω| = 4. To facilitate model-
ing and to quantify trustworthiness into trust values, trust-
worthiness is represented using one-hot encoding and real-
number in this paper, i.e., {Observer, Apprentice, Journeyer,
Master} = [0, 0, 0, 1]T , [0, 0, 1, 0]T , [0, 1, 0, 0]T , [1, 0, 0, 0]T =
{0.5, 1, 2, 3}. The potential trustworthiness of the trustor i to
the trustee j to be evaluated is denoted by ωi→j ∈ Ω, where
nodes i, j ∈ V and ei→j /∈ E. This paper defines NI(u)
to represent the set of trustors who trust the trustee u and
NO(u) to represent the set of trustees trusted by the trustor
u. In this sense, the in-degree and out-degree of u are rep-
resented by |NI(u)| and |NO(u)|, respectively. Finally, the
worker social trust evaluation problem is formally defined
in this paper, i.e., to evaluate the potential trustworthiness
ωi→j , where nodes i, j ∈ V and ei→j /∈ E.

3.2 Worker Recruitment

The recruitment algorithm proposed in this paper is appli-
cable to general CMCS scenarios. Tasks are published by
the platform in chronological order according to the re-
quirements of the task publishers, and the platform recruits
workers for each task. Workers are required to travel to a
specific task execution area to accomplish a task. They can
only execute one task at a time and are only able to accept a
new task after the current one has been completed.
In the context of CMCS, the recruitment region set, worker
set, and task set are represented as R = {r1, r2, . . . , rk},
W = {w1, w2, . . . , wm}, and T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, respec-
tively. Each worker wi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is represented as a
tuple of four elements: < loci, leni, numi, trusti >, where
loci represents the location of wi. leni and numi represent
the total mileage and total number of tasks historically
completed by wi. trusti = {ti→j ,∀j ∈ W, i ̸= j}, where
ti→j represents the trust value of wi to wj . Similarly, each
task ty (1 ≤ i ≤ y) is represented as a tuple of six elements:
< locy, αy, βy, ζy, |θy|, zy >, where locy represents the loca-
tion of ty . αy and βy represent the ability weight parameters
of ty , satisfying the constraint αy + βy = 1. ζy represents
the privacy loss threshold of ty . |θy| represents the number
of execution team members recruited for ty . zy represents
the maximum recruitment range of ty . diy represents the
distance from wi to ty .
Definition1: Candidate Team. When diy is less than zy ,
worker wi is added to the candidate team Cy for task ty
by the platform.
Definition2: Execution Team. The execution team θy for
task ty is recruited from Cy by the platform.
Definition3: Collaboration Team. The collaboration team θy
for task ty is selected from θy by the platform. |θy| ∈ [2, |θy|]
represents the number of collaboration team members for
task ty . The privacy loss of the collaboration team is required

0.8

2
w1 w2

(b). Asymmetry(a). Missingness

2 1

w1

w2

w3

? ??

?

Fig. 2: Property illustrations of trust relationships

to be lower than the privacy loss threshold ζy of ty . Infor-
mation is shared among collaboration team members.
Definition 4: Trust Benefit. A stable social network is
facilitated by good trust relationships. Through the positive
network externality of a stable social network, information
sharing is promoted, which in turn affects the task com-
pletion effect. This paper quantifies this impact of trust as
the trust benefit. The trust benefit is greater when the trust
value between workers is higher. Moreover, considering the
asymmetry of trust relationships as proposed by scholars
[39], as shown in Fig. 2(b), the differences in asymmetric
trust values among workers are considered by this paper
when calculating trust benefits. For the worker pair (i, j),
the trust benefit sij is shown as follows:

sij = (ti→j + tj→i) · exp−|ti→j−tj→i| (1)

When the difference in asymmetric trust values between
workers wi and wj is large, their trust benefit during col-
laboration will decrease.
Definition 5: Ability Benefit. The ability is influenced by
different metrics. For instance, in the case of Gaode Taxi,
metrics such as total mileage and the total number of
orders accepted serve as representations of a driver’s ability,
measuring the driver’s business volume and activity level,
thereby indirectly reflecting the driver’s ability. Similarly,
these metrics represent the general CMCS worker’s ability,
and a direct impact on the task completion effect is made by
the worker’s ability. In this paper, the impact of this ability
is quantified as the ability benefit. The total number of
tasks completed and total mileage are pre-processed using
Min-Max normalization in this paper, utilizing the worker’s
historical data. Then, according to the task publisher’s abil-
ity weight parameters for different metrics, the worker’s
ability benefit is calculated. The ability benefit aiy for worker
wi ∈ W in executing task ty ∈ T is shown as follows:

aiy = ϵ{αy · [leni − lenmin]

lenmax − lenmin
+

βy · [numi − nummin]

nummax − nummin
} (2)

where ϵ represents the ability benefit coefficient.
Definition 6: Distance Benefit. In CMCS scenarios, the
task completion effect is directly influenced by the distance.
This paper quantifies this impact as the distance benefit
piy ∈ [0, 1] for each worker wi ∈ W in executing task ty ∈ T .
When the distance diy is smaller, worker wi could arrive
at the task location earlier, enabling them to provide more
shared information and task data, resulting in piy being
closer to 1. In contrast, as the distance diy increases, piy
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tends to approach 0. The calculation of the distance benefit
piy is shown as follows:

piy =
1

exp
diy
κ

, diy < zy (3)

where κ represents the distance attenuation ratio.
In conclusion, the task completion effect of worker pair is
calculated in this paper, taking into account three objectives
simultaneously, i.e., the worker’s ability benefit, distance
benefit, and trust benefit. For the worker pair (i, j), the task
completion effect Uij in executing task ty ∈ T is calculated
as follows:

Uij = (aiy · piy + ajy · pjy) · sij (4)

This paper assumes that each worker pair has a similar task
completion effect. Therefore, the Quality of Data (QoD) [23],
[55] is introduced to measure the average task completion
effect of the execution team. The QoD of the execution team
θy is represented as Q(θy), and its calculation is as shown
below:

Q (θy) =
∑
i∈θy

U i (5)

where U i =
∑

j∈θy\{i}
Uij

|θy|·(|θy|−1) represents the total task
completion effect of worker wi collaborating with other
workers in the execution team θy . To mitigate the risk of
worker privacy leakage, the privacy loss threshold is set
by the task publisher, requiring the privacy loss of the
collaboration team to stay below this threshold. For the
collaboration team θy , the calculation of its privacy loss ply
is as follows:

ply = exp

− |θy|∑
i,j∈θy

(
1− sij

6

) (
1−

∏
i,j∈θy

AUCi→j

)

(6)

where AUCi→j represents the trustworthiness accuracy
from the worker wi to the worker wj . If there is a direct trust
relationship between workers, the trustworthiness accuracy
is 1, and there is no need for trust evaluation. If there
is a lack of direct trust relationship between workers, it
is necessary to obtain potential trustworthiness through
TREF, and the trustworthiness accuracy is equivalent to the
accuracy of TREF trust evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the
main mathematical symbols used in this paper.

3.3 Problem Formulation

When a new task is published, the task completion effect of
each worker pair within the candidate team is calculated by
the platform by considering the ability, trust, and distance
benefits of the workers, which is then used as the weight
to construct UCRG. Ultimately, the challenge faced in this
paper is to be able to recruit a specified number of workers
from the UCRG of each task to form the optimal execution
team for each task, maximizing the task completion effect
for all tasks. This constitutes the CMCS worker recruitment
problem at a given moment, which could be expressed as:

Maxmize
∑n

y=1 Q (θy) (7)

subject to θc ∩ θf = ∅ ∀c, f ∈ [1, n], c ̸= f (8)

Under the privacy loss constraint of task, the platform
determines the collaboration team for each execution team.
This paper presents a detailed example of the CMCS worker
recruitment problem. Firstly, a region is chosen by the task
publisher to publish the task ty . According to the worker re-
cruitment requirements for task ty , the number of execution
team members |θy| is set at 10, the ability weight coefficients
αy and βy set at 0.8 and 0.2, the distance attenuation ratioκ
is set at 10, the privacy loss threshold ζ is set at 0.7, and
the maximum recruitment range zy is set at 50 kilometers. It
should be noted that the size of the maximum recruitment
range is dependent on the task publisher’s sensitivity to task
completion time. Next, workers are recruited by the plat-
form through the edge servers located in the region where
the task is located. Specifically, workers located within 50
kilometers of ty are added to the candidate team by the
platform. Then, the distance benefits of candidate team
members are calculated by the platform. Additionally, the
ability and trust benefits of candidate team members are
calculated through the pre-processing of abilities and the
trust evaluation by TREF. Furthermore, the task completion
effects among candidate team members are calculated, and
the worker recruitment problem is modeled as UCRG by
the platform. Through the utilization of the specific TSR
algorithm proposed in this paper, the execution team with
the highest QoD for the task is successfully recruited by the
platform, ensuring that the privacy loss of the collaboration
team is less than 0.7. At this point, the worker recruitment
problem has been resolved.

4 ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION
4.1 Trust Evaluation
TREF is proposed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 3. The
strengths of GCNs in processing graph-structured data,
information propagation, and node embedding learning are
utilized by TREF, enabling the accurate extraction of each
worker’s trust characteristics. Moreover, expert knowledge
is utilized by TREF to enhance trust evaluation. The trust-
worthiness and trust benefits among workers are ultimately
obtained in this paper. TREF is composed of five parts:
Embedding Layer
The embedding layer aims to map workers to a low-
dimensional space so that similar workers have similar
representations. This aids in identifying potential similar-
ities among workers and provides a basis for evaluating
trustworthiness. In this paper, the initial state of each node
in the embedding layer, represented as x[u] ∈ RDe×1, is
obtained using the Node2Vec pre-training model [56].
Reinforcement Convolution Layer
In this paper, the reinforcement convolution network, in-
spired by the expert knowledge in reinforcement learning,
is proposed to enhance trust propagation. Combining ex-
pert knowledge with trust propagation allows for better
utilization of the nature of trust, ultimately improving trust
evaluation. By introducing the propagative nature and com-
posable nature of trust in this paper [38], [57], an attempt
is made to explore and apply expert knowledge to enhance
the trust evaluation of worker social networks. Specifically,
w1 → w2 → w3, as shown in Fig. 4a, represents a trust prop-
agation path. It is determined, according to the propagative
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Fig. 4: Illustrations of the nature of trust

nature of trust, that the trust propagation value from node
w1 to w3 is min(2, 1) = 1. This nature has been confirmed
in real social datasets [39]. There exist multiple trust prop-
agation paths between w1 and w3, as shown in Fig. 4b. A
Bernoulli random variable (X) is defined in this paper to
decide which trust propagation value to select, based on
the composable nature of trust. The maximum value event
(X = 1) represents the choice of the maximum value among
all propagation trust values, while the minimum value
event (X = 0) represents the selection of the minimum
value among all propagation trust values. The maximum
probability of Bernoulli random variables, represented as Pr,
is obtained through verification conducted on the Advogato
and PGP datasets in this paper. It should be noted that the
specific value of Pr could differ based on the dataset being
used. The probability mass function of the Bernoulli random
variable is presented as follows:

P (X = x) =

{
Pr, if x = 1

1− Pr, if x = 0
(9)

After obtaining the probability mass function, based on the
propagative nature and composable nature of trust, this
paper constructs an incoming and outgoing edge with trust-
worthiness for each node and uses it as expert knowledge to

B FE FBE
3 0.631

(a). Trustee B
Mean:2 Mean:1.8

(b). Trustor B

Fig. 5: Trust propagation of trustee and trustor

reinforce trust evaluation. Taking the expert knowledge of
node u ∈ V as an example, if there exists a node v ∈ V that
has no direct trust relationship with node u, and the nature
of trust is satisfied between node u and node v, the expert
knowledge of node u is shown as follows:

ωu←v =



min
(
tu←NI(u), tNI(u)←v

)
if |NI(u)| = 1

max
(
maxNI(u),minNI(u)

)
if |NI(u)| > 1,

Rd < Pr

min
(
maxNI(u),minNI(u)

)
if |NI(u)| > 1,

Rd > Pr
(10)

ωu→v =



min
(
tu→NO(u), tNO(u)→v

)
if |NO(u)| = 1

max
(
maxNO(u),minNO(u)

)
if |NO(u)| > 1,

Rd < Pr

min
(
maxNO(u),minNO(u)

)
if |NO(u)| > 1,

Rd > Pr
(11)

where Rd ∈ [0, 1] is defined as the random variable that
participates in the discrimination of the Bernoulli random
variable. maxNI(u) and minNI(u) are the maximum and
minimum of all propagation trust values from nodes v ∈ V
to node u, respectively. maxNO(u) and minN̂O(u) are the
maximum and minimum of all propagation trust values
from node u to nodes v ∈ V , respectively. The types of trust
propagation between the trustor and the trustee are further
studied in this paper. Trust propagation is categorized into
two types: active trust hO[u] represents the average degree
to which node u actively trusts other nodes, and passive
trust hI [u] represents the average degree to which node u is
trusted by other nodes. These two types of trust propagation
remain independent during the message passing. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), the passive trust value of node B is determined
to be 2 by calculating the average of the trust values of all
incoming edges of B. In Fig. 5(b), the active trust value of
node B is calculated to be 1.8 by averaging the trust values
of all outgoing edges of node B. Moreover, to capture multi-
layer trust relationships, multiple reinforcement convolu-
tion layers are stacked together in this paper. This allows
the model to receive trust relationships from l layer neigh-
bors. Higher-order trust propagation aids in the learning of
complex trust relationships between nodes, which in turn
enhances the precision of trustworthiness evaluation. The
equation for higher-order trust propagation is as follows:

h0
O[u] = x[u], h0

I [u] = x[u] (12)

Atlu→v = hl−1
O [v]⊗

{
W l

u→v · ωu→v

}
(13)

Ptlu←v = hl−1
I [v]⊗

{
W l

u←v · wu←v

}
(14)
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hl
O[u] = σ

(
W l

O

(
D−1O AOAtlu→v

)
+ blO

)
(15)

hl
I [u] = σ

(
W l

I

(
AID

−1
I Ptlu←v

)
+ blI

)
(16)

where l denotes the layers of trust propagation. Atlu→v and
Ptlu←v represent the feature representations of active trust
and passive trust between node u and node v at layer l,
respectively. W l

u←v , W l
u→v , W l

I , and W l
O are the model’s

trainable weight parameters. blI and blO are the model’s
trainable bias term parameters. D−1O and D−1I represent the
out-degree and in-degree matrix of node u, respectively. AI

and AO represent the adjacency matrix of node u in terms
of in-degree and out-degree, respectively. ⊗ denotes the
concatenation operator of two vectors.
Evaluation Layer
The embedding vectors of node active trust and passive
trust at layer l are connected, then input into a fully con-
nected layer and use the softmax function σ to evaluate
trustworthiness. The evaluation layer could be formulated
as:

h̃u→v = σ
(
Wfc · (hl

O[u]⊗ hl
I [v])

)
(17)

ω̃u→v = argmax
(
h̃u→v

)
(18)

ω̃u→v ̸= ω̃v→u (19)

where ω̃u→v represents the evaluated trustworthiness of
trustor u to trustee v. Wfc represents the trainable weight
matrix for the four trustworthiness categories in the fully
connected layer.
Optimization Objective
The model parameters are trained using the cross-entropy
loss as the optimization objective, which measures the dif-
ference between the evaluated trustworthiness and the true
trustworthiness. Throughout the training process, the Adam
optimizer is employed to adjust the model parameters,
minimizing the cross-entropy loss and thus achieving the
objective of learning the trustworthiness between nodes.
The loss function is as follows:

L̃ = − 1

|Ω|
∑

(⟨u,v⟩,ωu→v∈Ω)

logω̃u→v,ωu→v
+λ · ∥Θ∥22 (20)

where Θ =
{{

W l
u←v, ω

l
u→v,W

l
I , b

l
I ,W

l
O, b

l
O

}L

l=1
,Wfc

}
represents the model parameters. |Ω| represents the number
of trustworthiness in Ω. λ controls L2 regularization.
Trust Benefit Layer
After completing TREF training, the embedding vectors
of node active trust and passive trust are obtained. These
vectors are then connected and fed into the fully connected
layer to evaluate potential trustworthiness between work-
ers. Subsequently, both potential trustworthiness and trust-
worthiness are converted into trust values. Finally, the trust
benefits among the workers are calculated and obtained in
this paper.
The entire process is shown in Algorithm 1. Initially, the
directed graph structure G of the worker social network
is inputted, and the initial state of the node embedding
vector is obtained through Node2Vec pre-training (line 1).

The expert knowledge is generated for each node in V
that satisfies the nature of trust (line 2). Subsequent to this,
through forward propagation, the embedding vectors of
active trust and passive trust are obtained for each node
(lines 3-11). The trustworthiness in Ω is then evaluated. The
cross-entropy loss between the evaluated trustworthiness
and the true trustworthiness is calculated, and backward
propagation is performed using the Adam optimizer to
update the model parameters (lines 12-16). Upon comple-
tion of model training, using the embedding vectors of
active trust and passive trust of nodes, along with weight
matrices for the four trustworthiness categories, the po-
tential trustworthiness among nodes is evaluated.(lines 17-
20). Finally, trustworthiness and potential trustworthiness
are mapped to trust values using the real-number mapping
[0, 0, 0, 1]T , [0, 0, 1, 0]T , [0, 1, 0, 0]T , [1, 0, 0, 0]T = 0.5, 1, 2, 3.
The trust benefits among all workers are then calculated and
outputted (lines 21-26).

Algorithm 1 Trust Evaluation Algorithm

Require: G(V, E, Ω)
Ensure: {sij |∀wi, wj ∈ W, i ̸= j}

1: Generate initial states of the embedding vectors of nodes
for G through the pre-training with Node2Vec

2: Generate the expert knowledge for each node in V
through Eqs. 9–11

3: for all u ∈ V do
4: for l = 1...L do
5: h0

O[u] = x[u], h0
I [u] = x[u]

6: Atlu→v = hl−1
O [v]⊗

{
W l

u→v · ωu→v

}
7: Ptlu←v = hl−1

I [v]⊗
{
W l

u←v · wu←v

}
8: hl

O[u] = σ
(
W l

O

(
D−1O AOAtlu→v

)
+ blO

)
9: hl

I [u] = σ
(
W l

I

(
AID

−1
I Ptlu←v

)
+ blI

)
10: end for
11: end for
12: for all ωu→v ∈ Ω do
13: h̃u→v = σ

(
Wfc · (hl

O[u]⊗ hl
I [v])

)
14: ω̃u→v = argmax

(
h̃u→v

)
15: L̃ = − 1

|Ω|
∑

(⟨u,v⟩,ωu→v∈Ω) logω̃u→v,ωu→v
+λ · ∥Θ∥22

16: end for
17: for all ωi→j ∈ Ω do
18: h̃i→j = σ

(
Wfc · (hl

O[i]⊗ hl
I [j])

)
19: ωi→j = argmax

(
h̃i→j

)
20: end for
21: for all ∀i, j ∈ V do
22: ωi→j or ωi→j is mapped to ti→j

23: ωj→i or ωj→i is mapped to tj→i

24: sij = (ti→j + tj→i) · exp−|ti→j−tj→i|

25: end for
26: return {sij |∀wi, wj ∈ W, i ̸= j}

4.2 Update Algorithm

In the current CMCS environment where mobile devices
are pervasive and there’s rapid expansion in the number
of workers and tasks, a large amount of data needs to
be handled by platform. Traditional CMCS recruitment
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strategies struggle with this computational load. To alleviate
this burden on platform servers, a task region partition-
ing method based on clustering algorithms is proposed in
this paper, and edge servers are deployed within these
regions. Traditional clustering algorithms, however, when
confronted with large-scale datasets, have problems such
as high computational complexity and slow convergence
speed. The Mini-Batch K-Means algorithm is adopted in this
paper to resolve these problems. By reducing the amount
of computation in each iteration through random sampling
and online updating, this algorithm effectively accomplishes
the clustering and regional partition of large-scale datasets.
Following this, in this paper, the multiple ability indicators
of workers are subjected to min-max normalization based
on historical data. Subsequently, the platform updates the
worker’s ability benefit based on task requirements and
ability indicators, and the distance benefit based on the
distance between the worker and the task. The entire process
is shown in Algorithm 2. Firstly, the number of clusters k,
the task set T , and the candidate team Cy(∀ty ∈ T ) are
input. Then, the regions of task publishing are subsequently
partitioned using the Mini-Batch K-Means clustering algo-
rithm. This approach speeds up convergence by randomly
selecting a subset of historical task samples, referred to
as a mini-batch M , in each iteration. Each task point in
M is assigned to its nearest centroid ci ∈ C, forming the
centroid-task set Mi. Subsequently, the location of ci ∈ C
is updated based on the mean location of task points in
Mi (lines 2-10). Once the location of the centroids stop
changing or the iteration is complete, the spatial extent of
each cluster is calculated. This is done by determining the
maximum and minimum longitude and latitude of the task
points within each centroid-task set, forming a region ri
for each cluster i (lines 11-13). This ultimately results in a
partition of the regions of task publishing into k distinct
regions, and the region set of task publishing is represented
as R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}. The edge servers are then deployed
in each region. (line 14). Finally, the workers’ ability benefits
and distance benefits for all tasks are then calculated and
output (lines 15-21).

4.3 TSR Algorithm

Upon the acquisition of trust benefits, ability benefits, and
distance benefits for the task’s candidate team members, the
platform calculates the values of the task completion effect
among all candidate team members. These values are then
mapped into the weights of undirected edges, leading to the
construction of UCRG G′ with candidate team members as
nodes. It is assumed that the task publisher is required to re-
cruit k workers, modeling the worker recruitment problem
into finding the subgraph with the highest QoD amongst all
subgraphs in G′ with an equal number of nodes to k. This
paper uses a specific example to detail UCRG. As shown in
Fig. 6, the platform needs to recruit the optimal execution
team consisting of two workers from the three workers
in G′. Upon comparison, it is discovered that the task
completion effect of the worker pair (w1, w3) outperforms
all other teams composed of two workers, leading to their
selection as the execution team for the task. As the scale
of the worker recruitment problem expands, identifying the

Algorithm 2 Update Algorithm

Require: k, T , Cy(∀ty ∈ T )
Ensure: {(aiy, piy)|∀wi ∈ Cy, ty ∈ T}

1: Initialize centroids C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}
2: while ∆C ̸= 0 ∨ Iteration < Iterationmax do
3: Select a mini-batch M of size b randomly
4: for all x ∈ M do
5: assign x to nearest ci ∈ C
6: end for
7: for all ci ∈ C do
8: ci =

1
|Mi|

∑
x∈Mi

x
9: end for

10: end while
11: for i = 1 · · · k do
12: ri = {max

x∈Mi

xlon, max
x∈Mi

xlat, min
x∈Mi

xlon, min
x∈Mi

xlat}
13: end for
14: R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}
15: for all ty ∈ T do
16: for all wi ∈ Cy do
17: aiy = ϵ{αy·[leni−lenmin]

lenmax−lenmin
+

βy·[numi−nummin]
nummax−nummin

}
18: piy = 1

exp
diy
κ

19: end for
20: end for
21: return {(aiy, piy)|∀wi ∈ Cy, ty ∈ T}

3w1 w2

w3

6 3

Fig. 6: An example: UCRG G′

best execution team to maximize QoD becomes challenging,
and the existing recruitment strategies fail to effectively
function [21], [54]. Prior to the resolution of the worker
recruitment problem, the problem was first proven to be
NP-hard in this paper.
Proof. The worker recruitment problem is viewed as the
classic Knapsack problem to ensure the optimal QoD of
the execution team, which is recognized as NP-hard. In this
problem, a series of items exist (corresponding to workers),
and each knapsack (corresponding to tasks) possesses a
capacity (corresponding to the number of execution team
members for the task) and a value (corresponding to the
QoD of the execution team). The goal is to select items
with the maximum value and place them into the knap-
sack, given the capacity limit. As the Knapsack problem is
known to be NP-hard, the worker recruitment problem is
transformed into the Knapsack problem through polyno-
mial time reduction, thereby establishing that the worker
recruitment problem is also NP-hard.
An approximate optimal solution to the worker recruitment
problem is sought in this paper by proposing TSR algo-
rithm based on the idea of taboo search [58], as shown in
Algorithm 3. The initial input includes the ability benefits,
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distance benefits, and trust benefits of the task’s candidate
team members, as well as the privacy loss thresholds of the
tasks. Following this, the taboo list Tl and other related pa-
rameters are initialized (line 1). The task completion effects
of the worker pairs are calculated (lines 2-5) and serve as the
weight of the undirected edges, thus modeling the worker
recruitment problem as UCRG G′. A randomly generated
execution team, θy , in G becomes the current solution,
and its QoD is calculated (lines 6-7). During each iteration,
neighbors of the current solution, which are similar solu-
tions obtained by making minor changes to the current solu-
tion, are generated, and their respective QoDs are calculated
(lines 8-9). The neighbor, represented as θ′y , with the highest
QoD is selected (line 10). If the neighbor’s QoD exceeds that
of the current solution’s QoD and the neighbor is not in
the taboo list Tl, which logs previously explored solutions
to avoid redundant exploration, the current solution and its
QoD are updated. Additionally, θ′y is added to the taboo list
Tl. Upon completion of the iterations, the current solution θy
is recruited as the execution team for each task ty ∈ T (lines
11-17). If a worker is recruited by multiple execution teams,
a conflict is said to occur. In each conflicting execution
team, the sum of the task completion effects of this worker
with other workers in the team is calculated. The execution
team with the highest task completion effect will recruit this
worker, and the other teams will need to re-recruit workers
until no conflicts occur (line 18). To select the collaboration
team members for each execution team, the collaboration
team initially consists of the execution team. If the privacy
loss of the collaboration team surpasses the privacy loss
threshold of the task, the platform removes the worker with
the lowest average trust benefits with the other workers
in the collaboration team. This removal continues until the
privacy loss of the collaboration team falls below the privacy
loss threshold of the task (lines 19-26). Finally, the execution
team and collaboration team for each task are outputted
(line 27).

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the settings of the experiment are primarily
introduced. These include the datasets, baselines, perfor-
mance metrics, and experimental parameters. A comprehen-
sive analysis is then carried out to compare the performance
of the algorithm proposed in this paper with the baselines.
The experiments were conducted on a computer running the
Windows 10 operating system. The hardware configuration
of this computer included an Intel Core i5-12490F CPU,
an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4060Ti GPU with 8GB of video
memory, and 32GB of RAM.

5.1 Datasets

Experiments are conducted based on five real datasets in
this paper, aiming to evaluate the efficiency of TSR algo-
rithm and TREF. Two real social network datasets, namely
Advogato and PGP, are used as trust evaluation datasets.
The Advogato dataset, specifically, originates from an on-
line social network dedicated to open-source developers
and encompasses four distinct trustworthiness categories.
The PGP dataset, derived from an encryption program,

Algorithm 3 TSR Algorithm

Require: (sij , aiy, piy, ζy)|∀wi, wj ∈ Cy, ty ∈ T, i ̸= j}
Ensure: {θy, θy)|∀ty ∈ T}

1: Initialize parameters and an empty tabu list Tl

2: for all ty ∈ T do
3: for all wi, wj ∈ Cy, i ̸= j do
4: Uij = (aiy · piy + ajy · pjy) · sij
5: end for
6: Construct UCRG G′ and generate θy in G′

7: Q (θy) =
∑

i∈θy
∑

j∈θy\{i}
(aiy·piy+ajy·pjy)·sij
|θy|·(|θy|−1)

8: for Iteration 1, 2, . . . do
9: Generate the neighbors of θy in G′

10: Select the neighbor θ′y with the highest QoD
11: if Q

(
θ′y
)
> Q (θy) ∧ θ′y /∈ Tl then

12: θy = θ′y
13: Q (θy) = Q

(
θ′y
)

14: Tl = Tl ∪ {θ′y}
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: Resolve conflicts among all the execution teams
19: θy = θy

20: ply = exp

(
− |θy|∑

i,j∈θy (1−
sij
6 )

(
1−

∏
i,j∈θy

AUCi→j

)
)

21: if ply > ζy then
22: repeat

23: wi = argmini

{∑
j∈θy\{i}

sij

|θy|·(|θy|−1) ,∀i ∈ θy

}
24: θy = θy \ {wi}
25: until the if condition does not hold
26: end if
27: return {θy, θy)|∀ty ∈ T}

TABLE 2: Statistics of the trust evaluation datasets

Dataset Nodes Edges Density Average Degree

ADVOGATO 5.2K 47.1K 0.0035 18
PGP 10.7K 24.3K 0.0004 4

also includes four different trustworthiness categories. The
trustworthiness categories of these two datasets stand
at {Observer,Apprentice, Journeyer,Master}, with their
detailed data information shown in Table 2.
The worker recruitment datasets include an Advogato social
dataset as well as three global check-in datasets: Brightkite,
Gowalla, and Foursquare. Brightkite and Gowalla are
early applications for geographic location sharing, while
Foursquare is famous for its location check-in and recom-
mendation features. Through these datasets, the location
information of workers and tasks in the real world, includ-
ing longitude, latitude, and timestamps, is acquired. The at-
tributes of these three check-in datasets are shown in Table 3.
It’s worth noting that the trustworthiness among workers in
the check-in datasets, which only includes ”trust” and ”dis-
trust”, could not represent the complex trust relationships
between workers in reality. For this reason, the Advogato
dataset, which includes four trustworthiness categories, is
selected as the source of the trust relationships among
workers in this paper. Trust evaluation is conducted on
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TABLE 3: Statistics of the check-in datasets

Dataset Nodes Locations Check-ins Collection Period

Brightkite 58,228 772,966 4,491,143 2008 - 2010
Gowalla 196,591 1,280,969 6,442,890 2009 - 2010
Foursquare 266,909 3,680,126 33,278,683 2012 - 2013

the Advogato dataset via TREF, obtaining the trust values
among all workers.

5.2 Baselines
Trust Evaluation Baselines
TEF: This is a trust evaluation method based on GCNs
that achieves effective trust assessment by capturing the
asymmetric trust properties of workers. The only distinction
between this method and TREF is that it does not use
expert knowledge to enhance trust propagation. TrustGNN
[38]: This is a trust evaluation method based on GNNs. It
defines trust chains to simulate trust propagation patterns
and uses attention mechanisms to learn the importance
coefficients of different types of chains, distinguishing the
contributions of different propagation processes. Guardian
[39]: This represents the pioneering method within trust
evaluation by using GNNs. It simulates trust interactions
in social networks through popularity and participation,
two types of trust relationships. Matri [44]: This method
leverages matrix factorization to achieve trust evaluation.
It improves the accuracy of trust evaluation by introducing
prior knowledge and trust propagation. Opinionwalk [45]:
In this approach, trust evaluation is conducted based on
the modeling of trust via Dirichlet distribution. Neuralwalk
[46]: This is a trust evaluation method predicated on neural
networks.
Worker Recruitment Baselines
Differential Evolution [1] (DE): This algorithm has been
adapted in this paper to accommodate the worker recruit-
ment requirements in CMCS scenarios. Execution teams are
recruited using differential mutation and crossover strate-
gies in this optimization algorithm. Particle Swarm Opti-
mization [51] (PSO): This classic optimization algorithm has
been modified in this paper to tackle worker recruitment
challenges. By simulating bird foraging behavior, the swarm
of particles is empowered to explore the search space and
find the nearly optimal execution team for tasks. Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) [59]: It was a metaheuris-
tic optimization algorithm that combined local and global
search strategies. In the context of worker recruitment, this
algorithm is adjusted in this paper to systematically explore
multiple neighborhood structures to search for the approxi-
mately optimal execution team. Simulated Annealing [60]
(SA): This optimization algorithm simulates the cooling
process of a solid. In this paper, this algorithm is adapted to
accommodate worker recruitment cases. The identification
of the approximately optimal execution team is facilitated
by accepting suboptimal solutions to avoid settling into
local optima. Greedy for Minimum Privacy Loss (GMPL):
The platform recruits a group of workers with the highest
trust level to form the execution team, with the goal of
minimizing the team’s privacy loss. Greedy for Maximum
Distance Benefit (GMDB): The execution team closest to the

location of task is recruited by the platform, aiming to maxi-
mize the distance benefit of the team. Greedy for Maximum
Ability Benefit (GMAB): The execution team with the best
ability is recruited by the platform, aiming to maximize the
ability benefit of the team. Random: A group of workers is
randomly recruited by the platform from candidate teams
for the task, forming the execution team.

5.3 Performance Metrics
Trust Evaluation Performance Metrics
F1-Score: This metric, used for evaluating the performance
of classification models, considers both the precision and
recall of the model. The higher the F1-Score, the more
precise the model’s evaluations are deemed to be.
MAE: It is a commonly employed metric for evaluating
regression models. The average absolute error between the
model’s evaluations and the actual values is measured by it.
A smaller MAE value indicates less evaluation error, which
means the evaluation result is closer to the real value.
Worker Recruitment Performance Metrics
QoD: This metric, calculated according to Eq. 5, is used to
represent the average task completion effect of the execution
team.
Privacy Loss: This metric, calculated according to Eq. 6, is
used to represent the privacy loss of the collaboration team.
Running Time: This metric is used to indicate the running
time of the recruitment algorithm.

5.4 Parameter Settings
Trust Evaluation Parameter Settings
In this paper, TREF is implemented via PyTorch, and a 128-
dimensional initial embedding vector is generated for each
node using the Node2Vec method. The hyperparameters
are set as follows: the learning rate is 0.01, the dropout
rate is 0.0, the normalization coefficient is 10−5, and the
output dimensions of the three layers of reinforcement
convolution layers are [64, 64, 64]. The parameter settings
for the baselines TrustGNN, Guardian, Matri, Neuralwalk,
and Opinionwalk could be referenced in [38], [39], [44], [46],
and [45], respectively.
Recruitment Algorithm Parameter Settings
The number of clusters k is set to 100 and the mini-batch size
M is set to 3100. The locations of both workers and tasks
are randomly generated within the recruitment regions.
For each task ty ∈ T , the ability weight coefficients αy

and βy are set to 0.2 and 0.8, respectively. The maximum
recruitment range zy is set to 200, with measurements in
kilometers. The distance attenuation ratio κ is set to 10.

5.5 Evaluation Results and Analysis
5.5.1 Comparison of Trust Evaluation
In this paper, 80% and 20% of the dataset are divided into
the training set and test set, respectively, for the purpose of
validating the trust evaluation performance of TREF. The
experimental results are shown in Table 4, with the best
outcomes highlighted in bold. Firstly, TREF was compared
with all baselines in terms of F1-Score and MAE on the Ad-
vogato dataset . Compared to the best baseline TrustGNN,
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TABLE 4: Performance evaluation of 80% training set sizes
on PGP and ADVOGATO: identifying the best results

Methods Advogato PGP

F1-Score MAE F1-Score MAE

TREF 76.676.676.6% 0.0750.0750.075 87.487.487.4% 0.0810.0810.081
TrustGNN 74.4% 0.081 87.2% 0.083
TEF 74.6% 0.081 86.7% 0.087
Guardian 73.1% 0.087 86.7% 0.086
Matri 65.3% 0.141 67.9% 0.136
NeuralWalk 74.0% 0.082 – –
OpinionWalk 63.3% 0.232 66.8% 0.251

TABLE 5: Performance evaluation of different training set
sizes on ADVOGATO

Method Trainning Set(%) F1-Score MAE

TREF 80% 76.0%± 0.5% 0.076± 0.002
TREF 60% 74.9%± 0.2% 0.079± 0.001
TREF 40% 73.1%± 0.2% 0.087± 0.001
TrustGNN 80% 74.4%± 0.1% 0.081± 0.001
TrustGNN 60% 72.6%± 0.1% 0.088± 0.001
TrustGNN 40% 70.1%± 0.1% 0.096± 0.001
Guardian 80% 73.0%± 0.1% 0.087± 0.001
Guardian 60% 71.7%± 0.2% 0.091± 0.001
Guardian 40% 69.7%± 0.0% 0.100± 0.000
Matri 80% 65.0%± 0.4% 0.141± 0.001
Matri 60% 63.9%± 0.3% 0.145± 0.001
Matri 40% 61.7%± 0.3% 0.153± 0.001

TREF improved the F1-Score by 2.2%. In terms of MAE,
TREF also surpasses the best baseline, TrustGNN. Secondly,
on the PGP dataset, TREF is compared with all baselines.
TREF outperforms all baselines in both F1-Score and MAE.
The Neuralwalk method cannot be evaluated on the PGP
dataset due to memory limitations. Influenced by the potent
learning abilities of neural networks, methods leveraging
neural networks (TREF, TEF, TrustGNN, Guardian, Neural-
walk) surpass other methods in trust evaluation. Among
these neural network-based methods, TREF, proposed in
this paper, boasts a more refined design. The ablation exper-
imental results regarding expert knowledge provide further
validation that TREF outperforms TRE in terms of F1-Score
and MAE. These results demonstrate that when guided by
expert knowledge, TREF is able to capture workers’ trust
properties more effectively, resulting in superior evaluation
performance. In addition, a more detailed split is performed

TABLE 6: Performance evaluation of different training set
sizes on PGP

Method Training Set (%) F1-Score MAE

TREF 80% 87.4%± 0.0% 0.081± 0.000
TREF 60% 86.7%± 0.1% 0.087± 0.001
TREF 40% 85.8%± 0.1% 0.094± 0.001
TrustGNN 80% 87.2%± 0.1% 0.083± 0.001
TrustGNN 60% 86.3%± 0.1% 0.090± 0.001
TrustGNN 40% 85.4%± 0.1% 0.097± 0.001
Guardian 80% 86.7%± 0.1% 0.086± 0.001
Guardian 60% 85.9%± 0.1% 0.091± 0.001
Guardian 40% 84.6%± 0.1% 0.100± 0.001
Matri 80% 67.3%± 0.7% 0.136± 0.003
Matri 60% 64.7%± 0.1% 0.143± 0.004
Matri 40% 60.5%± 0.1% 0.164± 0.001

on the dataset in this paper to validate the performance of
TREF. Specifically, the training set is divided into 80%, 60%,
and 40%, with corresponding divisions of 20%, 40%, and
60% for the test set. TrustGNN, Guardian, and Matri are
selected as baselines. The experimental results are shown in
Table 5 and Table 6. It is evident that TREF has obtained
the best results in all divisions of both the Advogato and
PGP datasets, thereby further validating its superior trust
evaluation performance.

5.5.2 Comparison of QoD and Privacy Loss for Different
Algorithms under Different Tasks
When κ = 10, in order to compare the QoD and privacy
loss performance of different algorithms under different
tasks, six tasks were published in different regions by the
task publishers, each region containing 200 workers. The
recruitment of 10 workers was required for each task to form
an execution team. Furthermore, to enable a more direct
comparison of the privacy loss performance among different
algorithms, this section and the subsequent experimental
sections directly compare the privacy loss of the execution
teams recruited by different algorithms. A lower privacy
loss of the execution team allows the platform to select more
collaboration team members from the execution team based
on the task’s privacy loss threshold.
Based on the experimental results in Fig. 7, it can be ob-
served that the TSR algorithm is consistently outperformed
by other algorithms in terms of QoD performance, which is
reasonable. Due to the randomness of worker occurrence,
there is no definite linear relationship among trust bene-
fits, ability benefits, and distance benefits between workers.
Therefore, the execution team that excels in one benefit may
not necessarily excel in other benefits. The execution team
is greedily recruited by the baselines through optimizing
specific benefits, resulting in poor QoD performance. In
contrast, the TSR algorithm optimizes QoD performance
by comprehensively considering the recruitment of ability
benefits, trust benefits, and distance benefits. Furthermore,
according to the experimental results in Fig. 8, it is evident
that the TSR algorithm outperforms all baselines in terms
of privacy loss, except for the GMPL algorithm. This is
because the TSR algorithm and the GMPL algorithm employ
different strategies regarding trust benefits. The GMPL algo-
rithm greedily recruits workers with the highest trust level,
while the TSR algorithm merely considers trust benefits as
one of the factors during worker recruitment. Hence, the
overall trust benefit performance of the TSR algorithm is
inferior to that of the GMPL algorithm. Additionally, there
exists an inverse relationship between trust benefits among
workers and privacy loss. Consequently, the TSR algorithm
exhibits lower privacy loss performance compared to the
GMPL algorithm while surpassing other baselines. Further-
more, the GMPL algorithm also has certain limitations, as
it defines the worker’s trust level as the average trust value
among all other workers. This implies that the execution
team, consisting of workers with the highest trust level, may
not necessarily acquire the highest trust benefits. Even if the
trust level of the execution team members is the highest, it
cannot guarantee that they will have the highest trust values
among themselves. Furthermore, having the highest trust
level among the execution team members does not guaran-
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tee a smaller difference in asymmetric trust values between
them. Therefore, this leads to higher privacy loss values in
the GMPL algorithm compared to the TSR algorithm, as
shown in Fig. 8(b) for task t1.

5.5.3 Comparison of QoD and Privacy Loss for Different
Algorithms under Different Worker Numbers
Under the condition of κ = 10, a task requiring the recruit-
ment of 10 workers was published by the task publisher. The
platform simulated an increase in worker numbers from 200
to 1200 to compare the QoD and privacy loss performance
of different algorithms. It should be noted that the locations
of previously increased workers remained unchanged. From
the experimental results of the three datasets in Fig. 9, it can
be observed that as the worker numbers increased, the QoD
performance of the TSR algorithm surpassed other baselines
and exhibited an initial increase followed by a slowdown.
This is because the TSR algorithm could recruit an execution
team with optimal comprehensive ability benefits, distance
benefits, and trust benefits. As the number of workers
increased, the TSR algorithm had a larger solution space and
could recruit more exceptional candidate workers. How-
ever, after reaching a certain threshold, the quality of newly
increased workers is difficult to surpass the quality of previ-
ously increased workers, resulting in a gradual flattening of
the QoD growth for the TSR algorithm. Furthermore, from
the experimental results of the three datasets in Fig. 10, it
can be observed that as the worker numbers increased, the
TSR algorithm exhibited fluctuations in privacy loss and
outperformed all baselines except the GMPL algorithm. This
further validated the rationale of considering trust benefits
in the TSR algorithm to maximize QoD. The TSR algorithm
did not blindly recruit newly appeared workers with higher
trust values but adopted a strategy that integrated different
benefits to maximize QoD. Additionally, as the number of
workers increased, the trust level of the execution team
recruited by the GMPL algorithm was not lower than that
of the previously recruited execution team. However, the
experimental results showed fluctuations in privacy loss
for the GMPL algorithm as the worker numbers increased.
This also indicated that recruiting the execution team with
the highest trust level greedily did not necessarily result in
optimal privacy loss performance.

5.5.4 Comparison of QoD and Average Privacy Loss for
Different Algorithms under Different Task Numbers
When κ = 10, 200 workers randomly appeared in a region.
Tasks were sequentially published in this region by task
publishers to explore the QoD and average privacy loss
performance of different algorithms under varying task
numbers. Each task required the recruitment of 10 workers
to form an execution team. By observing the experimen-
tal results of the three datasets in Fig. 11, it is evident
that with an increasing number of tasks, the TSR algo-
rithm demonstrates significant superiority in QoD perfor-
mance compared to other baselines, showing an increasing-
then-stabilizing trend in QoD. This is because, during the
first task publish, the TSR algorithm recruited high-quality
workers to compose the execution team, resulting in bet-
ter QoD than other baselines. However, as high-quality
workers are recruited for the first task, the solution space

performance of subsequent tasks deteriorates, leading to a
slowdown in the growth rate of the TSR algorithm’s QoD
as tasks increase. On the other hand, based on the results
shown in Fig. 12, as the task numbers increase, both the
TSR algorithm and the GMPL algorithm exhibit an upward
trend in average privacy loss. The average privacy loss
performance of the TSR algorithm is comparable to that of
the GMPL algorithm and superior to other baselines. This
is because, with the increase in task numbers, the quality
of the trust benefit of the remaining workers decreases,
increasing the average privacy loss for the execution teams
recruited by the TSR and GMPL algorithms. Moreover, due
to the consideration of workers’ trust values during the
recruitment process, the TSR and GMPL algorithm performs
better than other baselines in terms of average privacy loss
performance.

5.5.5 Comparison of QoD and Privacy Loss for Different
Algorithms under Different κ Values
To delve into the QoD and privacy loss of different algo-
rithms under various κ values, a task was published by
the task publisher in a region with 200 workers. the task
required the recruitment of 10 workers to form an execution
team. The platform incrementally raised the κ values from
10 to 70, increasing by 10 each time to explore the QoD
and privacy loss performance of different algorithms under
varying κ values.
According to the experimental results shown in Fig. 13, as
the κ values increased, the quality of the execution teams
recruited by the TSR algorithm significantly surpassed other
baselines. This is because the TSR algorithm comprehen-
sively considered different benefits, resulting in optimal
QoD performance. Additionally, except for the Random
algorithm, all algorithms demonstrated an upward trend in
terms of QoD. The increased κ values led to heightened dis-
tance benefits among workers, thus continuously improving
the QoD of the algorithms. In addition, as the κ values
increase, the distance benefits of the workers approach
1, and the influence of distance benefits on the QoD of
execution teams gradually decreases. Consequently, ability
benefits and trust benefits become key factors influencing
the QoD performance. As a result, the GMAB algorithm
outperforms the GMDB algorithm in terms of QoD as the
κ value increases. Moreover, the experimental results in
Fig. 14 demonstrated that as the κ values increased, the
privacy loss of the TSR and Random algorithms exhibited
fluctuations, while the privacy loss of the other baselines
remained constant. This further confirmed the adaptability
of the TSR algorithm, highlighting its flexibility in recruiting
the optimal execution team based on the changing κ values.
The workers recruited by the GMDB, GMAB algorithms
remained unchanged as the κ values increased. However,
the QoD performance of the GMAB algorithm gradually
surpassed that of the GMDB algorithm, providing further
support for the notion that the influence of distance benefits
on QoD weakens as the κ values increase.

5.5.6 Comparison of the Performance of Different Algo-
rithms in the Same Recruitment Strategy
The aim of this section is to evaluate the performance
of different algorithms by comparing their convergence
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Fig. 7: Comparison of QoD for different algorithms under different tasks
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Fig. 8: Comparison of privacy loss for different algorithms under different tasks
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Fig. 9: Comparison of QoD for different algorithms under different worker numbers
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Fig. 10: Comparison of privacy loss for different algorithms under different worker numbers

and runtime when adopting the same recruitment strategy,
which considers ability benefits, distance benefits, and trust
benefits. A task was published by the task requester, re-
quiring the formation of an execution team of 10 workers
from a pool of 200 candidate workers. As could be seen
in Fig. 15(a), an approximate optimal solution could be
quickly converged by both TSR and VNS algorithms, with
an increase in the number of iterations. However, as shown
in Fig. 15(b), when dealing with problems of the same
scale, less running time is required by the TSR algorithm
compared to the VNS algorithm. In addition, slower conver-

gence speeds are exhibited by PSO, DE, and SA algorithms,
and they are more prone to falling into local optimal solu-
tions. Moreover, the DE algorithm has a long execution time.
After considering all factors, the best performance when
solving the worker recruitment problem is demonstrated by
the TSR algorithm proposed in this paper.

6 CONCLUSION
TREF based on GCNs has been designed in this paper to
evaluate the potential trustworthiness among all workers.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of QoD for different algorithms under different task numbers
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Fig. 12: Comparison of average privacy loss for different algorithms under different task numbers
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Fig. 13: Comparison of QoD for different algorithms under different κ values
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Fig. 14: Comparison of privacy loss for different algorithms under different κ values

When dealing with the worker recruitment problem in
CMCS, the impacts of trust benefits, ability benefits, and dis-
tance benefits on task completion effects have been consid-
ered. The worker recruitment problem has been modeled as
UCRG, and the TSR algorithm solution has been proposed
for UCRG. For each task, a multi-objective comprehensive
optimal execution team is recruited by the TSR algorithm,
and under the constraint of privacy loss of the task, the
collaboration team members are selected from the execu-
tion team. Moreover, the Mini-Batch K-Means clustering

algorithm has been adopted to partition regions while de-
ploying edge servers, thereby achieving distributed worker
recruitment. In our planned future work, Graph Attention
Network and Reinforcement Learning methods [61], [62]
will be introduced to recommend task execution paths for
workers, aiming to achieve Pareto optimal solutions for
the spatiotemporal worker recruitment problem. Finally,
extensive experiments have been conducted on five real-
world datasets in this paper. Experimental results indicate
that the TSR algorithm and TREF proposed in this paper
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Fig. 15: Comparison of the performance for different algorithms in the same recruitment strategy

outperform other baselines.
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